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now, it was a great relief to find this slugline, and have never looked back: the simplicity of it, the ease of use, the availability of everything im looking for, the speed and flexibility of both text and content handling, and the fact that it has some of the best support available on the internet. and i have had no qualms about
recommending it to my colleagues. ive also found it very helpful on the export-to-final-draft, both to and from final draft, in the sense that it has such a large range of scripts and characters that i can tweak the settings as i need to and have no problem exporting from slugline to fd. (some other apps that export from fd to
slugline, such as word, have not been so flexible, and can be a bit cumbersome, and are definitely overpriced). i used to be a fan of final draft, and then for a while the mac os version. now i use premiere pro for both writing and post, and therefore can not use final draft anymore. i am currently trying out a few different

software for screenwriting, and have found slugline and fade in. i am a fulltime writer for a local community theatre, and can see myself using one of these two on a daily basis. i have used final draft for years, and have found it easy to use, but found that it is too complicated for simple writing, and too limited for complex
writing. i am thinking that slugline and fade in are probably the best of the lot, as they seem to be easy to use and relatively easy to learn. i have been using the free version of fade in, but i will probably upgrade and try slugline and fade in. i think that they would probably be a good choice for anyone who wants to get into

screenwriting, and who also wants to learn something new.
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